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RMOT overview

Ø We propose a new referring understanding task (RMOT) that uses a language expression to detect and track multiple objects.

Ø We formulate the first RMOT benchmark based on KITTI, called Refer-KITTI.

Ø We provide a baseline model based on Transformer, named TransRMOT.



Motivation

p In previous referring understanding benchmarks, each expression 
tends to ground only one target, lacking simulation on the multi-
object scenarios.

p Besides, the given expression only describes part of frames for 
the video referring task, making the correspondence inaccurate. 

To solve these problems:

n We propose a novel video understanding task guided by the 
language description, named referring multi-object tracking 
(RMOT).

n Given a language expression as a reference, it targets to ground 
all semantically matched objects in a video, including multiple 
referent targets and temporal status variances.



Contributions

l We propose a new task for referring multi-objects, called referring multi-object tracking (RMOT). It 
tackles limitations in the existing referring understanding tasks and provides multi-object and 
temporally status-variant circumstances.

l We formulate a new benchmark, Refer-KITTI, to help the community to explore this new field in depth. 
As far as we know, it is the first dataset specializing in an arbitrary number of object predictions

l We propose an end-to-end framework built upon Transformer, termed as TransRMOT. With powerful 
cross-modal learning, it provides impressive RMOT performance on Refer-KITTI compared to hand-
crafted RMOT methods.



Benchmark

l Dataset Annotation with Low Human Cost:

Ø We make full use of the instance-level box annotations of KITTI and design an efficient labeling tool.

Ø For example, the turning action is labeled with only two clicks on bounding boxes at the starting and 
ending frames. The intermediate frames are automatically labeled with the help of unique identities.



Benchmark

l Dataset Features and Statistics:

Ø High Flexibility with Referent Objects. Different 
from previous datasets that contain just one 
referent object for each language expression, 
RMOT is designed to involve an arbitrary number 
of predicted objects in videos.

Ø High Temporal Dynamic. The per-expression 
temporal ratio covering the entire video indicates 
many referent objects enter or exit from visible 
scenes.

l Evaluation Metrics:

Ø Higher Order Tracking Accuracy (HOTA) is used as 
standard metrics to evaluate the new benchmark. 
Its core idea is calculating the similarity between 
the predicted and ground-truth tracklet. 



Method

l We propose an end-to-end differentiable framework for RMOT, named TransRMOT
l It builds upon the DETR framework, enhanced by powerful cross-modal reasoning and cross-frame conjunction

Ø We modify the encoder as a cross-modal encoder for fusing the features of two modalities.

Ø We employ track query to associate same objects between adjacent frames



Experiments

l Our model TransRMOT achieves promising detection and tracking performance quantitively 
compared to other counterparts.



Experiments

l TransRMOT successfully predicts referent objects according to the given expression.



Thanks!


